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ABSTRACT

Short-time behavior of gravity-driven free surface flow of two fluids of equal depth and different densities is studied. Initially, the fluids are at
rest and separated with a vertical rigid plate of negligible thickness. Then, the plate disappears suddenly and a gravity-driven flow of the
fluids starts. The flow in an early stage is described by the potential theory. The initial flow in the leading order is described by a linear prob-
lem, which is solved by the Fourier series method. The motions of the interface between the fluids and their free surfaces are investigated.
The singular behaviors of the velocity field at the bottom point, where the interface meets the rigid bottom, and the top point, where the
interface meets both free surfaces, are analyzed in detail. The flow velocity is shown to be log-singular at the bottom point. The leading-order
inner asymptotic solution is constructed in a small vicinity of this point. It is shown that the flow close to the bottom point is self-similar.
The motion of the interface is independent of any parameters, including the density ratio, of the problem in specially stretched variables. In
the limiting case of negligible density of one of the fluids, the results of the classical dam break problem are recovered. The Lagrangian repre-
sentation is employed to capture the behavior of the interface and the free surfaces at the top, where the fluid interface meets the free surfa-
ces. The shapes of the free surfaces and the interface in the leading order computed by using the Lagrangian variables show a jump
discontinuity of the free surface near the top point where the free surfaces and the interface meet. Inner region formulation is derived near
the top point.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0138868

I. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional irrotational flow generated by the removal
of a vertical plate, which separates two fluids of equal height and dif-
ferent densities, is investigated for short times. The resulting motion is
known as gravity currents in the literature. Gravity currents occur
when a denser fluid surges under a lighter fluid. The resulting flow is
controlled by the interaction between the fluids. If the presence of the
lighter fluid can be neglected, the flow is known as a dam break flow.

Gravity currents play an important role in many natural situa-
tions and also in engineering applications. Examples of gravity cur-
rents are sea breeze fronts in the atmosphere,1 atmospheric pollution,
base surges produced by volcanic eruptions, and ocean currents driven
by salinity and temperature differences.2 Industrial problems with
gravity-driven flows include entomology and pest control, aircraft
safety, and dense gas technology where gravity currents of a dense gas
and oil spillage on the sea surface3 may be formed in an industrial
accident. Simpson gave an excellent review of gravity currents.4 A
gravity current can be set up in experiments by removing a vertical

lock gate, which separates two fluids. The resulting flow is also known
as the lock exchange flow. An experimental investigation of the long
time behavior of flows where a finite volume of a fluid has been
released into another surrounding fluid of slightly lower density was
carried out by Rottman et al.5 Experiments were performed in a chan-
nel of rectangular cross section. Qualitatively, accurate results were
obtained for 0 < h0=H � 1, where h0 is the initial depth of the
released heavier fluid andH is the depth of the ambient lighter fluid in
the channel. Numerical and asymptotic analyses of gravity currents for
large times using shallow water equations were done by D’alessio
et al.6 They concluded that there is a critical value for the initial frac-
tional depth occupied by the heavier fluid h0=H above which a second
bore is formed behind the leading one and eventually overtakes it.
There are also numerical investigations, which consider two-layer
gravity currents in a two-dimensional rectangular channel.7,8 All
investigations mentioned above are concerned with the large-time
behavior of the gravity current flows as opposed to the short-time
behavior studied in this paper. The singularities examined in the
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present study are important for improving accuracy and efficiency of
the numerical calculations. Also, the jet formations and the vortices
occurring at these special locations are interesting from both physical
and mathematical points of view.

The short-time asymptotic solutions can explain the structure of
the initial flow, which could be singular and difficult to be described
by pure numerical means which work well for smooth, “well-behaved”
flows. The failure of numerical methods for short times near “contact
points” where boundary and initial conditions do not match each
other and where singularities are likely to occur was also mentioned
by Tyvand and Miloh.9 In that paper, the authors analytically studied
the impulsively starting motion of a circular cylinder submerged below
a free surface using a short-time expansion. It was claimed that
numerical solutions of the fully nonlinear initial boundary-value prob-
lem for an impulsively started submerged cylinder cannot give accu-
rate predictions of the hydrodynamic forces for short times. Our
arguments in this paper are similar to those by Tyvand and Miloh:9

initial transient flows near some special points are described in a more
reliable way by asymptotic analysis rather than by pure numerical
calculations.

Existing studies of two-fluid gravity currents consider flows in
channels with rigid covers. There are very few papers on two-fluid
gravity currents with free surfaces. Adduce et al.10 investigated free
surface effects using experimental measurements and a mathematical
model based on shallow water equations. The front position and speed
of the current were predicted for large times taking into account the
entrainment at the interface as well as the free surface effects. It was
claimed in Ref. 10 that there are “three different stages in the gravity
current dynamics: a first slumping phase, in which the front speed is
time-constant; a second self-similar phase with a decelerating front
velocity; and a third viscous phase, when viscous effects are prevalent.”

In the present paper, we investigate the short-time behavior of
gravity-driven free surface flows of two fluids of equal depth and dif-
ferent densities. This problem, to the best of our knowledge, has not
been studied before. Initial asymptotics of inertia dominated flows
were studied in Refs. 11–15. This is a gravity current problem with
account for free-surface effects studied for short times. Viscous effects
on the current are negligible for short times, which is justified at the
end of Sec. VI. The uniformly valid asymptotic solution of this prob-
lem is obtained using the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
First, the leading-order solution in the main flow region is determined
by the Fourier method. This solution is singular at the two contact
points between the fluid interface and other boundaries of the fluids.
We investigate details of the local flow close to the singular point at
the bottom, where the two fluids meet and a jet formation is expected
similar to that in the classical dam break problem.16 The flow velocity
predicted by the leading-order solution at the top point, where the free
surfaces of the two fluids meet the interface, is shown to be unbounded
and inversely proportional to the distance to this point. The problem
involving fluids of different depths was studied by the authors of this
paper in Ref. 17 where the leading-order solution also predicted
unbounded flow velocity at the corner point, where the interface
between the two fluids meets the free surfaces of the fluids, but the sin-
gularity of the velocity field was weaker than the one in the present
problem.

The present analysis is a natural extension of the classical dam
break problem, where a fluid is only on one side of the wall,16 and the

wet bed dam break problem where two fluids of different depths are
on either side of the wall.17 In the wet bed problem, there are two sin-
gular points at the interface with a logarithmic singularity at the bot-
tom point and a power singularity at the top of the interface, where
the fluid interface meets the free surfaces of the fluids. Jetting on a
liquid-free surface was studied in Ref. 18. In the present paper, as a
special case of the wet bed problem, we consider the fluids of equal
depth and different densities separated initially by a vertical wall. We
observe that, in this special case, while the power singularity at the top
of the interface is modified, the logarithmic singularity at the bottom
of the interface persists. Correspondingly, the local flow close to the
bottom contact point is similar, but not identical, to the flow studied
in Ref. 16 for the classical dam break problem. The latter flow is simi-
lar to the local flow studied in Ref. 19 for a problem of a vertical wall
impact onto a liquid layer. The inner solution constructed in the pre-
sent paper near the bottom contact point is valid also for fluids of dif-
ferent depths,17 with some modifications of the matching conditions.

The problem is formulated in Sec. II assuming immiscible, invis-
cid, and incompressible fluids. The leading-order and the second-
order solutions are derived in Secs. III and IV, respectively. In Secs. III
and IV, we employ the Lagrangian representation to correctly capture
the behavior of the interface and the free surfaces at the top where the
interface meets the free surfaces. The leading-order solution is singular
at the bottom point where we derive an inner solution, see Sec. V. The
obtained solution is compared to that of the classical dam break prob-
lem to investigate the effect of the second fluid on the gravity-driven
unsteady flow along the bottom. Another singular point of the flow is
where the interface of the fluids meets their free surfaces. The leading-
order outer solution predicts unbounded velocity field there. The
problem, which describes the local flow there in stretched coordinates,
is derived in Sec. VI. Finally, it is justified that the viscous effects can
be neglected at the leading order both in the main flow region and for
the local flows near these special points. Some conclusions are drawn
in Sec. VII.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Initially, two fluids of the same depth H and different densities,
q� in x0 < 0 and qþ in x0 > 0, are kept apart by a vertical wall of zero
thickness at x0 ¼ 0. Primes stand for dimensional variables. The fluids
are bounded by the free surfaces, y ¼ H; x0 < 0, and y ¼ H; x0 > 0
from above and by the rigid bottom, y0 ¼ 0, from below, see Fig. 1(a).
The fluids are at rest. At t0 ¼ 0, the wall is suddenly removed and the
gravity-driven flow of the fluids starts. The interface between the two
fluids is created instantly at t0 ¼ 0. At the interface, the normal veloci-
ties and the hydrodynamic pressures of the fluids are equal at any time
of the flow, t0 > 0. The hydrostatic pressures on the left and the right-
hand sides of the wall are different at t0 ¼ 0. The instantaneous adjust-
ment of the pressure at the interface x0 ¼ 0 immediately after the
removal of the wall forces the two fluids to flow. The sketch of the
resulting flow is shown in Fig. 1(b).

We shall determine the unsteady two-dimensional flow and the
motions of the fluid boundaries during the initial stage, when the fluid
displacements are small compared with their initial depth H.
Particular attention will be given to the local flows close to the points,
where the interface meets the bottom and the free surfaces of the
fluids.
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The fluids are assumed immiscible, inviscid, and incompressible.
Without loss of generality, let qþ � q�. If the density ratio c ¼ q�=qþ

is equal to one, there is no flow induced by the removal of the wall. If
c! 0, we arrive at the classical dam break flow without the lighter
fluid. The flow for 0 < c < 1 is assumed two-dimensional and irrota-
tional. Quantities describing the fluid on the right of the wall are
denoted by the superscript þ and on the left of the wall by �. Surface
tension and the presence of air are not taken into account. The initial
hydrostatic pressures are

p0þðx0; y0; 0�Þ ¼ qþgðH � y0Þ; x0 > 0;

p0�ðx0; y0; 0�Þ ¼ q�gðH � y0Þ; x0 < 0;
(1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and the atmospheric pressure
is taken as the reference one.

The gravity-driven flow is described by the velocity potentials
u6ðx; y; tÞ in the dimensionless variables

x0 ¼ Hx; y0 ¼ Hy; t0 ¼ Tt; u06 ¼ gHTu6;

p06 ¼ q6gHp6; T ¼ �12
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H=g

p
; c ¼ q�=qþ;

(2)

where a small positive parameter � is introduced to indicate that the
early stage of the flow is of primary interest in this study. Shapes of the
free surfaces are described by the equations

y0 ¼ H þ Y 06ðx0; t0Þ; (3a)

or in the dimensionless variables,

y ¼ 1þ �Y6ðx; tÞ; (3b)

where the vertical displacements of the free surfaces are scaled as

Y 06 ¼ �HY6ðx; tÞ: (4a)

The shape of the interface is described by the equation

x ¼ �Xðy; tÞ; (4b)

where X0 ¼ �HXðy; tÞ and x0 ¼ X0ðy0; t0Þ in the dimensional varia-
bles. The functions H6ðx; tÞ in (4a) and X(y, t) in (4b), including their

spatial domains, are unknown in advance and should be determined
as part of the solution.

The flow regions X6ðtÞ are time-dependent. The boundary value
problem for the velocity potentials u6ðx; y; tÞ, the free surface eleva-
tions Y6ðx; tÞ, and the displacement of the interface X(y, t) reads

Du6 ¼ 0 ðin X6Þ; (5)

u6
t ¼ ��

1
2
jru6j2 þ Y6

� �
ðon y ¼ 1þ �Y6ðx; tÞÞ; (6)

Y6
t ¼ u6

y � �Y6
x u6

x ðon y ¼ 1þ �Y6ðx; tÞÞ; (7)

uþt � cu�t þ yð1� cÞ þ c� 1

¼ 1
2
� cjru�j2 � jruþj2
� �

ðon x ¼ �Xðy; tÞÞ; (8)

Xt ¼ u6
x � �Xyu

6
y ðon x ¼ �Xðy; tÞÞ; (9)

u6
y ¼ 0 ðy ¼ 0Þ; (10)

u6 ! 0 ðx ! 61Þ; (11)

u6 ¼ 0; Y6 ¼ 0; X ¼ 0 ðt ¼ 0Þ: (12)

The potentials u6ðx; y; tÞ satisfy the Laplace equations (5) in
their respective regions, X6ðtÞ, the dynamic and kinematic boundary
conditions, (6) and (7), on the free surfaces y ¼ 1þ �Y6ðx; tÞ, the
dynamic and kinematic interface conditions, (8) and (9), the slip
boundary condition at the bottom (10), conditions at infinity (11), and
the initial conditions (12). The triple point, at which the interface and
the free surfaces meet, is not a material point, in general. The fluids
can slide with respect to each other at the interface. The triple point,
where the interface meets the bottom, is a material point in this study.
Both triple points require local analyses of the flows near these points.
These points are singular points of the asymptotic solutions in the
main flow regions as �! 0.

III. THE LEADING-ORDER OUTER SOLUTION

The solution of the problem (5)–(12) for small � is sought in the
form

u6ðx; y; t; �Þ ¼ tu6
0 ðx; yÞ þ

1
6
�t3u6

1 ðx; yÞ þ � � � ;

Y6ðx; t; �Þ ¼ 1
2
t2u6

0;yðx; 1Þ þ
1
24
�t4Y6

1 ðxÞ þ � � � ;

Xðy; t; �Þ ¼ 1
2
t2u6

0;xð0; yÞ þ
1
24
�t4X1ðyÞ þ � � � :

(13)

By substituting expansions (13) in Eqs. (5)–(12) and setting �¼ 0, we
arrive at the boundary value problem for the leading-order velocity
potentials

Duþ0 ¼ 0 ðx > 0; 0 < y < 1Þ; Du�0 ¼ 0 ðx < 0; 0 < y < 1Þ;
u6
0 ¼ 0 ðy ¼ 1Þ; u6

0;y ¼ 0 ðy ¼ 0Þ;
uþ0 � cu�0 þ yð1� cÞ þ c� 1 ¼ 0;

uþ0;x ¼ u�0;x ðx ¼ 0; 0 < y < 1Þ; u6
0 ! 0 ðx!61Þ:

(14)

While the boundary conditions at the upper triple point (0, 1) match
each other, those at the lower triple point (0, 0) do not. The horizontal
velocities u6

0;x are continuous at the interface, but the velocity poten-
tials are not.

FIG. 1. (a) Two immiscible, inviscid, and incompressible fluids with densities qþ

and q� are separated initially by the thin vertical wall at x0 ¼ 0. (b) Sketch of the
dam-break flow of two immiscible fluids.
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The velocity potentials u6
0 ðx; yÞ are sought in the form

uþ0 ðx; yÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

cne
�lnx cos ðlnyÞ;

u�0 ðx; yÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

dne
lnx cos ðlnyÞ;

(15)

where ln ¼ p
2 ð2nþ 1Þ, x>0 for uþ0 ðx; yÞ and x<0 for u�0 ðx; yÞ. The

potentials (15) satisfy all equations in (14) except for the conditions at
the interface, x¼ 0. The condition uþ0;x ¼ u�0;x at x¼ 0 gives
�cn ¼ dn, and the dynamic condition at the interface gives

1
2
ðcn � cdnÞ ¼

1
l2
n
ð1� cÞ:

Combining both equations, we obtain

cn ¼
2d
l2
n
; dn ¼ �cn; (16)

where d ¼ ð1� cÞ=ð1þ cÞ. Therefore,

u�0 ðx; yÞ ¼ �uþ0 ð�x; yÞ ðx < 0Þ; (17)

uþ0 ðx; yÞ ¼ du00ðx; yÞ;

u00ðx; yÞ ¼ 2
X1
n¼0

1
l2
n
e�lnx cos ðlnyÞ;

(18)

where u00ðx; yÞ is the potential of the classical dam break problem
corresponding to c¼ 0 (Ref. 16). The obtained solution implies that
the deflection of the interface in the leading order is equal to the
deflection of the initially vertical free surface of the dam break flow
multiplied by d. Since d < 1, the presence of the lighter fluid reduces
the displacement of the heavier fluid. The displacement of the interface
is zero for d¼ 0, which is for fluids of equal densities.

Equations (13), (17), and (18) provide

Y6ð0; tÞ ¼ 7
d
2
t2;

at the leading order as �! 0. This suggests that the free surface of the
heavier fluid on the right moves down and the left free surface of the
lighter fluid moves upward. The lighter fluid is lifted to the height dt2

relative to the heavier fluid on the right. We conclude that the leading-
order solution (17) and (18) is not valid at the bottom intersection
point (0, 0), where the horizontal velocity is log-singular16 and at the
triple point (0, 1), where discontinuous free surface is predicted by the
leading order solution.

The positions of the free surfaces and the interface near the upper
triple point are analyzed using the Lagrangian variables n; g of the
fluid particles. The Eulerian coordinates x and y are considered as
functions of n, g, and t, where x ¼ xðn; g; tÞ; y ¼ yðn; g; tÞ and
xðn; g; 0Þ ¼ n; yðn; g; 0Þ ¼ g. Displacements of the liquid particles,
xðn; g; tÞ � n and yðn; g; tÞ � g, are of order Oð�t2Þ as �! 0, see
(13). The liquid particles of the free surfaces, n > 0, g¼ 1 and n < 0,
g¼ 1 move only vertically in the leading order. Therefore, the
Eulerian coordinates x and y in (17) and (18) can be approximated in
the leading order by the Lagrangian coordinates n and g. Then, the
positions of the free surfaces are given in the leading order by

y ¼ 1þ �d
2
t2u00;yðx; 1Þ ðx > 0Þ;

y ¼ 1� �d
2
t2u00;yð�x; 1Þ ðx < 0Þ;

u00;yðx; 1Þ ¼ �
4
p
arctan e�px=2ð Þ ðx > 0Þ:

(19)

The free-surface elevations are asymmetric, proportional to d and
decay exponentially with the distance from the interface. The vertical
and horizontal velocities at the interface, n¼ 0, 0 < g < 1, are of the
same order as �! 0,

u6
x ð0; y; t; �Þ ¼

2
p

dt log tan
p
4
y

� �� �
þ Oð�t3Þ;

u6
y ð0; y; t; �Þ ¼ 7dt þ Oð�t3Þ:

(20)

However, the shape of the interface is governed by the horizontal
motion of the liquid particles at both sides of the interface. This is
because the interface is still about vertical during the initial stage. The
vertical displacements of the liquid particles along the interface do not
change the shape of the interface significantly, except for the upper
end of the interface, where the horizontal velocities are much smaller
than the vertical velocities.

Figure 2 shows the shapes of free surfaces and interface in non-
dimensional variables at leading order calculated using the
Lagrangian variables. Approaching the triple point (0, 1), the lighter
fluid on the left moves up and the heavier fluid on the right moves
down. The shapes of the free surfaces and interface are close to
straight lines near the triple point. The slopes of the free surfaces are
1/15, and the slope of the interface is 10.7 approximately. The
leading-order solution predicts discontinuity at the triple point,
which is not physical. For that reason, the shapes of the free surfaces
and the interface close to the triple point are shown by dotted lines
in the figure. Second-order solution and inner region solution near
the triple point are required to resolve the discontinuity problem
there. In drawing the figure, it was assumed that the interface is not

FIG. 2. The shapes of the free surfaces and the interface in the dimensionless vari-
ables at leading order computed by using the Lagrangian variables for c ¼ 0:5,
t¼ 1, and � ¼ 0:4.
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a single material line so that the fluids can slide with respect to each
other along the interface.

IV. SECOND-ORDER OUTER SOLUTION

The second-order outer solution is needed to increase the time
interval of validity of the short-time solution (13), to obtain more
details about the initial flow, to determine the size of the inner regions
near the triple points, and to derive the matching conditions for the
inner solutions. It will be shown in this section that the second-order
solution approaches the corresponding solution of the classical dam
break problem when the lighter fluid disappears, c! 0 and d! 1.
The presence of the lighter fluid makes the flow complicated with a
point vortex at the upper triple point. The second-order flow velocities
are singular also at the bottom triple point, x¼ 0, y¼ 0, similar to the
flow near the bottom in the dam break problem for a single fluid, see
Ref. 16. The second-order solution, as well as the solution of the origi-
nal problem, decays as the densities of the fluids approach each other,
c! 1 and correspondingly, d! 0.

The second-order velocity potentials u6
1 ðx; yÞ in the asymptotic

expansions (13) satisfy Laplace’s equation in the liquid regions,
x > 0; 0 < y < 1 and x < 0; 0 < y < 1 and the bottom boundary
condition (10). Both potentials decay at infinity, where x ! 61. The
boundary conditions at the free surfaces and the interface are derived
by using the asymptotic expansions of the boundary conditions
(6)–(9) close to the initial positions of these boundaries and expan-
sions (9). The dynamic and kinematic conditions on the free surfaces
of the fluids, (6) and (7), give in the second order as �! 0,

u6
1 ðx; 1Þ ¼ �2ðu6

0;yðx; 1ÞÞ
2 � u6

0;y; (21)

Y6
1 ðxÞ ¼ u6

1;yðx; 1Þ; (22)

where x> 0 for uþ1 ðx; yÞ and x< 0 for u�1 ðx; yÞ. The interface condi-
tions (8) and (9) provide

uþ1 � cu�1 ¼ 2ðc� 1Þðuþ0;xÞ
2 þ ðc� 1Þ3

ðcþ 1Þ2
; (23)

X1ðyÞ ¼ u6
1;xð0; yÞ � 3u6

0;yð0; yÞu6
0;xyð0; yÞ ðx ¼ 0; 0 < y < 1Þ: (24)

To simplify the boundary conditions (23) and (24) and to sepa-
rate the singular part of the potentials at the bottom triple point, new
potentials/6ðx; yÞ are introduced by

uþ1 ¼
2þ c
1þ c

ðuþ0;yÞ
2 � ðuþ0;xÞ

2
h i

þ /þ; (25)

u�1 ¼
1þ 2c
1þ c

ðu�0;yÞ
2 � ðu�0;xÞ

2
h i

þ /�: (26)

The potentials /6ðx; yÞ satisfy Laplace’s equations in the correspond-
ing regions, the bottom condition, /6

y ¼ 0, where y¼ 0, and the fol-
lowing conditions on the free surfaces and the interface:

/þ ¼ �uþ0;y �
4þ 3c
1þ c

ðuþ0;yÞ
2 ðy ¼ 1; x > 0Þ; (27)

/� ¼ �u�0;y �
3þ 4c
1þ c

ðu�0;yÞ
2 ðy ¼ 1; x < 0Þ; (28)

/þ ¼ c/� þ 3
ðc� 1Þ3

ðcþ 1Þ2
; /þx ¼ /�x ðx ¼ 0; 0 < y < 1Þ: (29)

The boundary conditions (27)–(29) do not match each other at the tri-
ple point, x ¼ 0; y ¼ 1, where the interface meets the free surfaces of
the fluids. Indeed, substituting u6

0;yð0; 1Þ ¼ 7d in (27) and (28), we
find

/þð0;1Þ¼ 1�c

ð1þcÞ3
ð4c2þ3c�3Þ; /�ð0;1Þ¼ 1�c

ð1þcÞ3
ð3c2�3c�4Þ:

(30)

The values /þð0; 1Þ and /�ð0; 1Þ, where 0 � c < 1, are not equal,
and they do not satisfy the first condition in (29) on the interface. This
implies that the potentials /6ðx; yÞ are finite close to this triple point
but are not continuous at this point. The local behavior of the poten-
tials is described in the local polar coordinates ðr; hÞ by

/6ðr; hÞ � C
2p

hþ b6 ðr ! 0Þ; (31)

where x ¼ r cos h; y ¼ 1þ r sin h; p < h < 3
2p for /�ðr; hÞ and

3
2 p < h < 2p for /þðr; hÞ. The coefficients C and b6 follow from
(29) and (30):

C ¼ 16c
1� c

ð1þ cÞ3
; bþ ¼ 1� c

ð1þ cÞ3
ð4c2 � 13c� 3Þ;

b� ¼ 1� c

ð1þ cÞ3
ð3c2 � 11c� 4Þ:

(32)

The local asymptotic solution (31) predicts that the second-order ver-
tical velocity on the free surface is singular

/6
y ðx; 1Þ �

C
2px

ðjxj ! 0Þ: (33)

Locally, the second-order velocity potentials are represented by a vor-
tex centered at the triple point with the circulation C defined by (32).
C¼ 0 when c¼ 0 and c¼ 1. The maximum C ¼ 5:18 is achieved at
c ¼ 2�

ffiffiffi
3
p
� 0:268: Therefore, for fluids with a density ratio of

0.268, the vortex at the upper triple point is the most intense.
The potentials /6ðx; yÞ are decomposed into singular, /6

S ðx; yÞ,
and regular, /6

R ðx; yÞ, components

/6 ¼ /6
S þ /6

R : (34)

The singular potentials, /6
S ðx; yÞ, behave as (31) near the triple point

x¼ 0, y¼ 1. These potentials are constructed by the method of images

/6
S ¼Re

C
2pi

log ðz � iÞ þ B6

� �
1

ð2þ izÞ2

"

þ � C
2pi

log ðz þ iÞ þ B6

� �
1

ð2� izÞ2

#
; (35)

where B6 ¼ C=40þ 9b6=10; i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

and z is the complex vari-
able, z ¼ x þ iy. The function 1=ð2þ izÞ2 is introduced to satisfy the
condition at infinity, and the images are needed to satisfy the slip
boundary condition at y¼ 0.

The potentials /6
R ðx; yÞ are sought in the form

/6
R ðx; yÞ ¼ /R0ðx; yÞ þ /6

R1ðx; yÞ; (36)

where /R0ðx; yÞ is continuous across the interface and satisfies
together with the singular potentials (35), the free surface boundary
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condition (27) and (28) on y¼ 1. The potential /R0ðx; yÞ is obtained
by the Fourier transform in x. The potentials /6

R1ðx; yÞ are zero on the
free surfaces, satisfy the bottom condition (10), and are sought in form
(15). The details of the calculations of /R0ðx; yÞ and /6

R1ðx; yÞ are
given in Appendix A.

Close to the triple point at the bottom, x¼ 0 and y¼ 0, the condi-
tions (29) and the bottom condition, /6

y ðx; 0Þ ¼ 0, match each other

and the potentials /6ðx; yÞ are regular at this point. However, the
potentials u6

1 ðx; yÞ given by (25) and (26) are singular there because
u6
0;x in (25) and (26) are log-singular at that point.

We conclude that the second-order potentials u6
1 ðx; yÞ are sin-

gular close to both triple points and corresponding inner solutions are
needed to describe details of the flows near these points.

Figures 3 and 4 depict the shapes of the free surfaces near the tri-
ple point, which are predicted by the second-order outer solution. See
Appendix B for the details of the calculations of these shapes. In Fig. 3,
the black line corresponds to the first-order shape of the left free sur-
face, 12 �t

2u�0;yðx; 1Þ, the purple line corresponds to the regular part of

the second-order shape, 1
24 �

2t4½/R0;yðx; 1Þ þ /�R1;yðx; 1Þ�, the green

line corresponds to the singular part of the second-order shape,
1
24 �

2t4/�s;yðx; 1Þ, the red line corresponds to the total second-order
shape, and the yellow line corresponds to the shape provided by both
the first and second shape components. The lines are shown with
respect to the initial position of the left free surface, y¼ 1. The defini-
tion of the lines in Fig. 4 is exactly the same as for Fig. 3 except that
the superscript “�” for the potentials should be replaced by “þ” and
the word “left” by “right.” The value of � in Figs. 3 and 4 is relatively
high, which corresponds to the larger times than anticipated for an
early stage. Close to the edge of the left free surface, x¼ 0, the second-
order solution becomes as important as the leading-order one. That
implies that the original expansions (13) become invalid near the
upper triple point (0, 1). Hence, an inner region and the corresponding
inner solution are required there. The size of the inner region depends
on the small parameter � and tends to zero as �! 0. In our problem,
q� < qþ and the free surface of the left lighter fluid are expected to go
upward near the triple point, as predicted by the leading-order solu-
tion. However, the second-order solution predicts that the left free sur-
face goes down near the triple point, see Fig. 3. A similar problem is
observed in Fig. 4 for the right free surface. These difficulties are
resolved by introducing the inner solution.

Figure 5 shows the shape of the interface and the contribution of
the leading-order and the second-order singular components. In
Fig. 5, the black line corresponds to the first-order shape of the inter-
face, 12 �t

2u6
0;xð0; yÞ, the green line corresponds to the singular part of

the second order shape, 1
24 �

2t4/6
s;xð0; yÞ, and the yellow line corre-

sponds to the shape provided by both the first and second shape
components.

The flow close to the point bottom (0, 0) is investigated in Sec. V,
and the local flow close to the upper triple point (0, 1) is studied in
Sec. VI.

V. THE INNER SOLUTION NEAR THE BOTTOM
TRIPLE POINT

The leading-order solution (17) and (18) is not valid near the
point (0, 0), where the fluid interface meets the bottom. At this point,

FIG. 3. The shape of the left free surface in the dimensionless variables for
c ¼ 0:5, t¼ 1, and � ¼ 0:4.

FIG. 4. The shape of the right free surface in the dimensionless variables for
c ¼ 0:5, t¼ 1, and � ¼ 0:4:

FIG. 5. The shape of the interface in the dimensionless variables for c ¼ 0:5,
t¼ 1, and � ¼ 0:4:
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the horizontal velocity of the interface exhibits a logarithmic
singularity

u6
0;xð0; yÞ ¼

2
p

d log tan
py
4

� �
:

The size of small vicinity of the point (0, 0) is unknown in advance
and should be determined using the matching conditions between the
outer second-order solution (13) and the corresponding inner solu-
tion. We only know that this size tends to zero as �! 0. We introduce
the size of the inner region að�Þ, where að�Þ ! 0 as �! 0, and the
inner variables, n, g by x ¼ að�Þn; y ¼ að�Þg. Then the potentials u6

0 ,
near the intersection point within the stretched inner variables n and
g, behave like

uþ0 ¼d 1þ 2
p

na logaþ 2
p
an logqþ log

p
4
� 1

� �
� 2

p
agh

� �

þO
a

loga

� �
;

u�0 ¼d �1þ 2
p

na logaþ 2
p
an logqþ log

p
4
� 1

� �
� 2

p
agh

� �

þO
a

loga

� �
;

(37)

where q ¼ ðn2 þ g2Þ1=2; h ¼ arctanðg=nÞ, and 0 < h < p=2 for the
right fluid and p=2 < h < p for the left fluid. To derive Eq. (37), the
values of the first-order potentials at the bottom corner point,
u6
0 ð0; 0Þ ¼ 6d, were used.

Equations (25) and (26) provide the asymptotic behavior of the
second-order outer solution near the point (0, 0). The first terms in
(25) and (26) contain the singular behavior of u6

1 at (0, 0) and the
second terms, /6, are regular at the bottom corner point. Hence, the
asymptotic behavior of the second-order potentials near (0, 0) is

1
6
�t3uþ1 ¼

t3

6
�a
loga

� �
2þ c
1þ c

4d2

p2
�log2a�2 loga log

pq
4

� �
þO

a
loga

� �

¼ 4t3d2

6p2

2þ c
1þ c

a logaþ2a log
pq
4

� �
þO

a
loga

� �
; (38)

1
6
�t3u�1 ¼

t3

6
�a
loga

� �
1þ2c
1þc

4d2

p2
�log2a�2loga log

pq
4

� �
þO

a
loga

� �

¼ 4t3d2

6p2

1þ2c
1þc

a logaþ2a log
pq
4

� �
þO

a
loga

� �
: (39)

To determine the size að�Þ of the inner region, the terms (37) are
compared with terms (38) and (39). It is seen that the first- and
second-order terms in the asymptotic expansion (13) are of the same
order if and only if

a ¼ �� log a: (40)

Equation (40) is the same as Eq. (57) in Ref. 16. The analysis below
extends that of Ref. 16, where the local analysis is performed for the
classical dam break problem.

We also need the asymptotic behavior of the interface,
x ¼ �Xðy; tÞ, near the bottom corner point, see (13) and (20),

an ¼ � t
2

2
2
p

d log
p
4
ag

� �
;

n ¼ � t2

p
d� t2

p
d log

pg
4

1
log a

þO
1

log2a

� �
;

(41)

as a! 0.
The asymptotic formulas (37)–(41) suggest the following expan-

sions for the inner velocity potentials u6
i ðn; g; t; �Þ and for the shape

of the interface close to the bottom

uþi ¼ tdþ a log aUþi0ðn; g; tÞ þ aUþi1ðn; g; tÞ þO
a

log a

� �
; (42)

u�i ¼ �tdþ a log aU�i0ðn; g; tÞ þ aU�i1ðn; g; tÞ þ O
a

log a

� �
; (43)

n ¼ � t2

p
d� 1

log a
Hðg; tÞ þO

1

log2a

� �
: (44)

The function Xðy; t; �Þ, which describes the shape of the interface, see
the kinematic boundary condition (9), is now given as

X ¼ t2

p
d log aþHðg; tÞ þ O

1
log a

� �
: (45)

The potentials /þi0; /þi1 and /�i0; /�i1 satisfy the Laplace equations in
g > 0; n > �dt2=p and n < �dt2=p correspondingly. Substituting
(42)–(44) in Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain the kinematic conditions at
the leading and second orders

2t
p

d ¼ Uþi0;n ¼ U�i0;n; (46)

Ht ¼ �Uþi0;nnH þ Uþi1;n þHnU
þ
i0;g ¼ �U�i0;nnH þ U�i1;n þHnU

�
i0;g;

(47)

and the dynamic conditions

Uþi0;t � cU�i0;t ¼ �
1
2

cjrU�i0j
2 � jrUþi0j

2
	 


; (48)

Uþi1;t � cU�i1;t �HðUþi0;tn � cU�i0;tnÞ þ gð1� cÞ
¼ �c U�i0;nU

�
i1;n þ U�i0;gU

�
i1;g � HU�i0;nU

�
i0;nn � HU�i0;gU

�
i0;gn

� �
þUþi0;nU

þ
i1;n þ Uþi0;gU

þ
i1;g � HUþi0;nU

þ
i0;nn �HUþi0;gU

þ
i0;gn; (49)

at the interface n ¼ �dt2=p in the leading Oða log aÞ and the second
O(a) orders as a! 0. The bottom boundary condition (10) is to be
satisfied by the potentials U6

i0 and U6
i1 at g¼ 0.

Moreover, the unknown functions U6
i0ðn; g; tÞ are to be matched

with the inner limits of the outer solutions defined by (37), (39), and
(40). The matching conditions at leading order are

Uþi0ðn; g; tÞ ¼
2t
p

ndþ 4t3d2

6p2

2þ c
1þ c

þ oð1Þ; q!1; (50)

U�i0ðn; g; tÞ ¼
2t
p

ndþ 4t3d2

6p2

1þ 2c
1þ c

þ oð1Þ; q!1: (51)

The functions on the right-hand sides in (50) and (51) are solutions of
the inner problem in the leading order as a! 0 because they satisfy
the Laplace equations, the conditions (46) and (48) at the interface,
and the condition (10) on the bottom.
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The boundary value problem for the second-order inner poten-
tials /6

i1ðn; g; tÞ is more complicated than the one for the first-order
inner potentials. The kinematic and dynamic interface conditions fol-
low from (47) and (49), respectively, as

Uþi1;n ¼ U�i1;n ¼ Ht ; (52)

Uþi1;t � cU�i1;t �
2td
p
ðUþi1;n � cU�i1;nÞ �

2d
p
ð1� cÞH þ gð1� cÞ ¼ 0:

(53)

The interface conditions are imposed at n ¼ �dt2=p. The function
Uþi1 is harmonic in the flow region n > �dt2=p, and the function U�i1
is harmonic in the flow region n < �dt2=p. The functions U6

i1 should
also satisfy the slip boundary conditions at g¼ 0. The functions U6

i1
and Hðg; tÞ should be matched with the outer solution (38), (39), and
(41). The matching conditions read

Uþi1 ¼ Uþi1 þ oð1Þ; (54)

U�i1 ¼ U�i1 þ oð1Þ; (55)

Hðg; tÞ ¼ t2

p
d log

pg
4
þ oð1Þ; (56)

as q!1, where

Uþi1 ¼ dt
2
p

n logqþ log
p
4
� 1

� �
� 2

p
gh

� �
þ 4t3d2

3p2

2þ c
1þ c

log
pq
4
;

(57)

U�i1 ¼ dt
2
p

n logqþ log
p
4
� 1

� �
� 2

p
gh

� �
þ 4t3d2

3p2

1þ 2c
1þ c

log
pq
4
;

(58)

and h is defined in (37). The functions U6
i1 given by (57) and (58) are

harmonic and satisfy the bottom boundary condition, but are singular
at n¼ 0, g¼ 0, which is a point inside the flow domain of Uþi1ðn; g; tÞ.

Let us introduce the new variables x1 and y1 as

n ¼ � dt2

p
� y1; g ¼ x1

and continue the new unknown functions /6ðx1; y1; tÞ ¼ U6
i1 ð�dt2=

p� y1; x1; tÞ and hðx1; tÞ ¼ �Hðx1; tÞ symmetrically with respect to
the bottom line x1 ¼ 0. The kinematic and dynamic interface condi-
tions (52) and (53) in the new variables become

/þy1 ¼ /�y1 ¼ ht ; /þt � c/�t þ
2d
p
ð1� cÞhþ ð1� cÞjx1j ¼ 0; (59)

at y1 ¼ 0;�1 < x1 <1, which provides the boundary condition

/þtt � c/�tt þ
2d
p
ð1� cÞ/þy1 ¼ 0; ðy1 ¼ 0;�1 < x1 <1Þ: (60)

The condition (60) should be considered together with the initial
conditions

/þðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0; /�ðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

/þt ðx1; 0; 0Þ � c/�t ðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ �ð1� cÞjx1j;
(61)

which follow from (12). The potential /þðx1; y1; tÞ satisfies Laplace’s
equation in the half plane y1 < 0, and the potential/�ðx1; y1; tÞ satisfies

Laplace’s equation in the half plane y1 > 0. They should satisfy the far-
field conditions (54) and (55),

/þðx1; y1; tÞ ¼ Uþi1 � dt2

p
� y1; x1; t

� �
þ oð1Þ; (62)

/�ðx1; y1; tÞ ¼ U�i1 � dt2

p
� y1; x1; t

� �
þ oð1Þ; (63)

as q!1. The functions /6 satisfy the slip boundary condition at
x1 ¼ 0, which follows from the definition of these functions. See Fig. 6
for the problem for /6.

The forcing in the derived initial boundary-value problem for the
potentials /þ and /� comes from the initial conditions (61) and far-
field conditions (62) and (63). This problem is similar to the
Cauchy–Poisson problem for internal waves on the interface between
two semi-infinite fluids in the “gravity” field with gravitational acceler-
ation being equal to 2d=p. It is convenient to decompose the potentials
/6 as

/þðx1; y1; tÞ ¼ /þ1ðx1; y1; tÞ þ wþðx1; y1; tÞ; (64)

/�ðx1; y1; tÞ ¼ /�1ðx1; y1; tÞ þ w�ðx1; y1; tÞ; (65)

where the potentials /6
1ðx1; y1; tÞ satisfy Laplace’s equation and the

far-field conditions. The functions U6
i1ð� dt2

p � y1; x1; tÞ in (62) and
(63) satisfy Laplace’s equation, but the function Uþi1ðx1; y1; tÞ is singu-
lar at the point x1 ¼ 0; y1 ¼ �dt2=p, which is inside the flow region
y1 < 0. See Ref. 16 for more discussions.

To avoid singularities of the potentials /�1 and /þ1 in the
regions, where they are defined, we use the technique from Ref. 16. To
construct /�1ðx1; y1; tÞ, we introduce a new polar coordinate system
with the origin at x1 ¼ 0; y1 ¼ �bt2,

x1 ¼ r cos �h; y1 ¼ �bt2 þ r sin �h; (66)

where b is an undetermined positive constant. We substitute (66) in
the right-hand side of (63) and find asymptotic behavior of

U�i1ð� dt2
p þ bt2 þ r sin �h; r cos

�h; tÞ as r !1 neglecting terms,
which tend to zero as r !1. The resulting function, which satisfies
Laplace equation and the matching condition (63) in the far field, is

FIG. 6. The boundary value problem for /6.
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taken as /�1ðx1; y1; tÞ in (65). This function is regular in y1 � 0. Now,
we rewrite the potential /�1 using the polar coordinate system (66)
and Eq. (58) as

/�1ðx1; y1; tÞ

¼ 2dt
p
� d2t2

3p
log

pr
4
� y1 log

pr
4
þ y1 � x1 �h � p

2

� �
þ bt2

 !
:

Similarly, to construct /þ1ðx1; y1; tÞ, we introduce another coordinate
system whose center is outside the domain, y1 < 0,

x1 ¼ ~r cos ~h; y1 ¼ ~r sin ~h þ at2; a > 0: (67)

We need this second coordinate system to resolve the singularity in
/þ1. Using Eqs. (57) and (67), we find that

/þ1ðx1; y1; tÞ

¼ 2dt
p

d2t2

3p
log

p~r
4
� y1 log

p~r
4
þ y1 � x1 ~h þ p

2

� �
� at2

 !
:

The kinematic boundary condition at the interface, first equation in
(59), together with the decomposed potentials (64) and (65) provides

2dt
p
�log p

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x21 þ a2t4

q� �
� d2t2

3p
at2

x21 þ a2t4
þ a2t4

x21 þ a2t4

" #
þ wþy1

¼ 2dt
p
�log p

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x21 þ b2t4

q� �
� d2t2

3p
bt2

x21 þ b2t4
þ b2t4

x21 þ b2t4

" #

þ w�y1 ¼ ht ; ðy1 ¼ 0Þ: (68)

By decomposing the function hðx1; tÞ as

hðx1; tÞ ¼ �
dt2

p
log

p
4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x21 þ a2t4

q� �
þ �hðx1; tÞ; (69)

we rewrite the Eq. (68) as

�ht � wþy1 ¼
2ad
p

t5

x21 þ a2t4
2a� d2

3p

� �
: (70)

The dynamic boundary condition at the interface, second equation in
(59), together with the Eqs. (64) and (65) provides

wþt � cw�t þ
2d
p
ð1� cÞ�h

¼ ðx1 � jx1jÞð1� cÞ þ 2d
p
x1ð~h� c�hÞ � 2c

d3t2

p2
log

r
~r

� �

þ 2d
p
t2ðaþ cbÞ þ 4da2

t6

p~r2
a� d2

3p

� �
þ 4dcb2 t6

pr2
b� d2

3p

� �
:

(71)

To simplify the boundary conditions (70) and (71), we set a ¼ b ¼ d2

3p.
Then, conditions (70) and (71) combined together yield

wþtt � cw�tt þ
2d
p
ð1� cÞwþy1 ¼ �

8d6

3p2
ð1� cÞ t5

d4t4 þ 9p2x21
: (72)

The initial conditions are obtained as

wþðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0; w�ðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

wþt � cw�t ¼ 0; y1 ¼ 0; t ¼ 0:
(73)

Hence, we have obtained the following boundary value problem:

r2wþ ¼ 0; y1 < 0; r2w� ¼ 0; y1 > 0;

wþtt � cw�tt þ
2d
p
ð1� cÞwþy1 ¼ �

8d6

3p2
ð1� cÞ t5

d4t4 þ 9p2x21
;

y1 ¼ 0; wþðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0; w�ðx1; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

wþt � cw�t ¼ 0; y1 ¼ 0; t ¼ 0; w6 ! 0ðx21 þ y21 !1Þ:

(74)

The linear problem (74) is equivalent to an unsteady problem of two
unbounded fluids with external pressure at the interface. The Fourier
transform in x1 applied to the boundary value problem (74) gives

Wþ ¼ c1ðt;xÞejxjy1 ; y1 < 0; W� ¼ c2ðt;xÞe�jxjy1 ; y1 > 0;

c1;tt � cc2;tt þ
2d
p
ð1� cÞjxjc1 ¼ �

8d4

9p3
t3

ffiffiffi
p
2

r
ð1� cÞe�jxjd

2 t2
3p ;

c1ð0;xÞ ¼ 0; c2ð0;xÞ ¼ 0; c1;tð0;xÞ � cc2;tð0;xÞ ¼ 0;

(75)

where Wþ is the Fourier transform of wþ; W� is of w�, and x is the
parameter of the Fourier transform. There are two unknowns c1ðt;xÞ
and c2ðt;xÞ in the differential Eq. (75). Another equation comes from
the kinematic condition (68)

c1ðt;xÞ ¼ �c2ðt;xÞ: (76)

Hence, using (75) and (76), we obtain

c1ðt;xÞ ¼ �
4d4

9p2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jxj

p ðt
0
s3e�jxj

d2s2
3p sin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2jxj
p

r
dðt � sÞ

 !
ds: (77)

From the dynamic boundary condition (71), we obtain the shape of
the interface

�hðx1; tÞ ¼ �
p
2d

wþt � cw�t
1� c

þ x1
~h � c�h
1� c

þ dt2

3p
: (78)

In (78), y1 ¼ 0; ~h ¼ ��h and wþt ¼ �w�t . Using the inverse Fourier
transform and then taking the time derivative of w6 at y1 ¼ 0, we get

wþt ðx1;0;tÞ¼�
8d5

9p3

ð1
0
cosðxx1Þ

ðt
0
s3e�xd2 s2

3p cos d

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2x
p

r
ðt� sÞ

 !
dsdx:

To simplify the above equation, the integration variable of the
improper integral is changed from x to s by x ¼ ps2

2d2t2
and the inner

integral variable is changed from s to s0 by s ¼ ts0=s,

wþt ðx1; 0; tÞ ¼ �
8d3t2

3p2

ð1
0

cos ups2
2

	 

s3

BðsÞds; (79)

where

BðsÞ ¼ e�s2=6ð3� s2Þ � 3 cos s; (80)

and u ¼ x1=ðd2t2Þ. Equations (44) and (78)–(80) provide the shape of
the interface in the inner region as

x ¼ x	ðtÞ þ �t2dGðuÞ; x	ðtÞ ¼
1
p
�dt2 log ðað�Þd2t2Þ; (81)
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GðuÞ ¼ 1
p
log

p
4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2þ 1

9p2

r !
þuarc tan

1
3pu

� �
� 1
3p
� 3p

2
SðuÞ

SðuÞ ¼ 8
9p2

ð1
0
BðsÞ cos p

2
s2u

� �
ds
s3
:

(82)

The function S(u) given by (82) was introduced in Ref. 16, see Eq. (83)
there. The function G(u) appeared in the formula (84) of Ref. 16 for
the corresponding shape of the inner free surface near the bottom
point where d¼ 1. Note the misprint in Eq. (84) of Ref. 16, where the
factor three in front of S(u) in the formula for G(u) is missing. The
head of the interface moves along the bottom as

x ¼ x0ðtÞ ¼ x	ðtÞ þ �t2dGð0Þ;

where Gð0Þ ¼ � 1
p log ð12Þ � 1

3p� 3p
2 Sð0Þ � �0.9918. In the moving

self-similar variables ðx � x0ðtÞÞ=ð�t2dÞ and u ¼ y=ðad2t2Þ, the shape
of the interface does not depend on any parameters including the den-
sity ratio c. We have

x � x0ðtÞ
�t2d

¼ GðuÞ � Gð0Þ: (83)

The function GðuÞ � Gð0Þ is shown in Fig. 7. The shape of the inter-
face for a certain values of �, d, and time t is obtained by stretching the
curve in Fig. 7 by að�Þd2t2 in the vertical direction, then by �dt2 in the
horizontal direction, and finally shifting by x0ðtÞ in the horizontal
direction. We note different stretching in the vertical and horizontal
directions in terms of � and d but not in terms of time. The shapes of
the interface for different c, t¼ 1 and � ¼ 0:1 are shown in Fig. 8.

It can be shown that @x0=@d < 0 for small �t2 and 0 < d � 1,
and x0 ¼ 0 for d¼ 0. Therefore, x0ðtÞ is negative for 0 < d � 1, the
interface moves toward the lighter fluid, and monotonically decreases
as d increases.

The tangent of the angle between the tangent to the interface at
the bottom triple point and the positive x axis is obtained using (83)
and the definition of the variable u as

dy
dx
¼ 2

p
d log

1
að�Þ

� �
;

where að�Þ is defined by (40) and it was used that S0ð0Þ ¼ 0 and
G0ð0Þ ¼ p=2. It is seen that the angle decreases with decrease in d,
which is with increase in the density of the lighter fluid.

VI. THE INNER REGION NEAR THE UPPER
TRIPLE POINT

As it is shown in Fig. 2, first-order outer solution predicts a jump
discontinuity in the free surface at the point (0, 1). The relative jump
of the free surface is dt2 with the heavier fluid moving down and the
lighter one moving up. Second-order outer solution has been derived
in Sec. IV, but due to the singular nature of the second-order vertical
velocity at this triple point, see Eq. (33), it is unable to properly capture
the behavior of the fluid near the triple point (0, 1) where the horizon-
tal free surfaces and the interface originally meet. An inner region
solution is required near this point.

First-order velocities of the interface are given by (20). Using
(20), the asymptotic behavior of the vertical and horizontal velocities
near the triple point are found as

u6
0;y ¼ 7dþ dx þ Oðx2Þ; y ¼ 1; x ! 06; (84)

u6
0;x ¼ �dþ dy þ Oðy2Þ; x ¼ 0; y! 1�: (85)

It is seen that the velocities are continuous in the regions x> 0 and
x< 0, but discontinuous at x¼ 0. By introducing the inner variables
ðn; gÞ by

x ¼ n�t2; y � 1 ¼ g�t2; (86)

where n ¼ Oð1Þ; g ¼ Oð1Þ, and then using the behavior of the flow
velocity near the triple point together with (17)–(20), we determine
the asymptotic behavior of the leading-order outer velocity potential

uþ0 ð�t2n; 1þ �t2gÞ ¼ �dg�t2 þ Oð�2Þ; (87)

u�0 ð�t2n; 1þ �t2gÞ ¼ dg�t2 þ Oð�2Þ; (88)

as �! 0.
To find the asymptotic behavior of the second-order outer solution

near the triple, Eqs. (25), (26), (31), and (32) are used with the resultFIG. 7. The shape of the interface close to the bottom in the self-similar variables.

FIG. 8. The shape of the interface close to the bottom point (0, 0) in the dimension-
less variables by the leading-order inner solution, for t¼ 1.0, � ¼ 0:1, and for c val-
ues 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 from left to right, respectively.
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uþ1 ð�t2n; 1þ �t2gÞ ¼
2þ c
1þ c

d2 þ C
2p

hþ bþ þ oð1Þ; (89)

u�1 ð�t2n; 1þ �t2gÞ ¼
1þ 2c
1þ c

d2ð1þ anÞ2 � a2d2g2
� �

þ C
2p

hþ b� þ oð1Þ; (90)

where h ¼ arctanðg=nÞ and p < h < 3
2p in the light fluid and 3

2p < h
< 2p in the heavier fluid. The constants C, bþ, and b� are given by
(32) as functions of the density ratio c. Then, using expansions (13)
and asymptotic formulas (87)–(90), we arrive at the asymptotic behav-
ior of the velocity potentials, free surfaces, and the interface in the
main flow region close to the triple point

uþ ¼ �t3 �dgþ 1
6
2þ c
1þ c

d2 þ C
12p

hþ 1
6
bþ

� �
þ Oð�2Þ; (91)

u� ¼ �t3 dgþ 1
6
1þ 2c
1þ c

d2 þ C
12p

hþ 1
6
b�

� �
þ Oð�2Þ; (92)

Yþ ¼ � 1
2
dt2 þ 1

24
t4

C
2p

1
nt2
þ oð1Þ; (93)

Y� ¼ 1
2
dt2 þ 1

24
t4

C
2p

1
nt2
þ oð1Þ; (94)

X ¼ � C
48p

t2

g
þ oð1Þ; (95)

as �! 0.
Asymptotic formulas (91)–(95) suggest the following forms for

the inner velocity potentials u6
i ðn; g; t; �Þ, the free surface shapes,

g ¼ g6ðn; tÞ, and the interface shape n ¼ niðg; tÞ,

u6
i ðn; g; t; �Þ ¼ �t3/6

i
x
�t2

;
y � 1
�t2

� �
þ Oð�2Þ; (96)

g6ðn; tÞ ¼ 7
d
2
þ B6

1 ðnÞ þ oð1Þ; (97)

niðg; tÞ ¼ H1ðgÞ þ oð1Þ: (98)

The functions Y6ðx; t; �Þ and Xðy; t; �Þ, which describe the shapes of
the horizontal and vertical free surfaces in the boundary conditions
(6)–(11), are now given as

Y6ðx; t; �Þ ¼ 7
dt2

2
þ t2B6

1 ðnÞ þ oð1Þ; (99)

Xðy; t; �Þ ¼ t2H1ðgÞ þ oð1Þ: (100)

Substituting (96), (99), and (100) in (5)–(12) provides the following
conditions at the free surfaces and the interface in the leading order as
�! 0 in the inner variables

3/6
i � 2n/6

i;n � 2g/6
i;g ¼ �

1
2
jr/6

i j
2
6
1
2
d� B6

1 ðnÞ;

at g ¼ 7
d
2
þ B6

1 ðnÞ; (101)

�2nB6
1;n þ ð7Þdþ 2B6

1 ¼ /6
i;g � B6

1;n/
6
i;n; at g ¼ 7

d
2
þ B6

1 ðnÞ;

(102)

3/þi �2n/þi;n�2g/þi;g�c 3/�i �2n/�i;n�2g/�i;g
 �þð1�cÞg; (103)

¼ 1
2

cjr/�i j
2 � jr/þi j

2
h i

; at n ¼ H1ðgÞ;

2H1 � 2gH1;g ¼ /þi;n �H1;g/
þ
i;g; at n ¼ H1ðgÞ; (104)

/þi !�dgþ 1
6

2þ c
1þ c

d2þ C
2p

hþ bþ
� �

þ oð1Þ; as q!1; (105)

/�i ! dgþ 1
6

1þ 2c
1þ c

d2þ C
2p

hþ b�
� �

þ oð1Þ; as q!1; (106)

H1ðgÞ ! �
C
48p

1
g
þ o

1
g

� �
; as q!1; (107)

B6
1 ðnÞ !

C
48p

1
n
þ o

1
n

� �
; as q!1; (108)

where q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ g2

p
:

Equations (101) and (102) are the dynamic and kinematic free
surface conditions at the horizontal free surfaces, and (103) and (104)
are the conditions at the interface. The functions /6

i ðn; g; tÞ are har-
monic functions of n and g. The unknown functions appearing in
(101)–(104), /6

i ðn; g; tÞ; B6
1 ðn; tÞ, and H1ðg; tÞ, have to be matched

with the outer solution given by (105)–(108) in the far field as
q!1. The boundary value problem (101)–(108) for the inner veloc-
ity potentials and the shapes of the free surfaces and the interface is
too complicated to be solved by analytical means. A numerical method
such as boundary element method should be employed to solve this
problem, which will not be pursued in this paper.

However, we can find the behavior of the inner solution at the far
field by defining new potentials U6

i , and new free surfaces (b6
1 ) and

interface (h1) shapes

/þi þ dg� 1
6

2þ c
1þ c

d2 þ C
2p

hþ bþ
� �

¼ Uþi ;

/�i � dg� 1
6

1þ 2c
1þ c

d2 þ C
2p

hþ b�
� �

¼ U�i

B6
1 ðnÞ �

C
48pn

¼ b6
1 ðnÞ;

H1ðgÞ �
C

48pg
¼ h1ðgÞ:

(109)

After substituting the Eq. (109) in the conditions (101)–(108), we
obtain the new boundary conditions

3Uþi � 2nUþi;n � 2gUþi;g

¼ � 1
2
jrUþi j

2 þ C
12p

1
q2

gUþi;n � nUþi;g
	 


þ dUþi;g

� 1
2

1
6

C
2p

� �2
1
q2
þ C
12p

nd
q2
� gð1� dÞ � C

4p
h

þ cðc� 1Þðc� 7Þ
ð1þ cÞ3

; at g ¼ � d
2
þ C
48pn

þ bþ1 ðnÞ; (110)

3U�i � 2nU�i;n � 2gU�i;g

¼ � 1
2
jrU�i j

2 þ C
12p

1
q2

gU�i;n � nU�i;g
� �� dU�i;g �

1
2

1
6

C
2p

� �2
1
q2

� C
12p

nd
q2
� gð1þ dÞ � C

4p
hþ ð1� cÞð5cþ 1Þ

ð1þ cÞ3
;

at g ¼ d
2
þ C
48pn

þ b�1 ðnÞ; (111)
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2g� 2nBþ1;n ¼ Uþi;g � dþ C
12p

n
q2
� Bþ1;n Uþi;n �

C
12p

g
q2

� �
;

at g ¼ � d
2
þ C
48pn

þ bþ1 ðnÞ; (112)

2g� 2nB�1;n ¼ U�i;g þ dþ C
12p

n
q2
� B�1;n U�i;n �

C
12p

g
q2

� �
;

at g ¼ d
2
þ C
48pn

þ b�1 ðnÞ; (113)

3Uþi �2nUþi;n�2gUþi;g�3cU�i þ2cnU�i;nþ2cgU�i;gþ
Ch
4p
ð1�cÞ

�6cð1�cÞ2

ð1þcÞ3
¼ c
2
jrU�i j

2�1
2
jrUþi j

2þc�1
2

C
12p

� �2
1
q2

þð1þcÞ C
12p

nd
q2
þ C
12p

g
q2
�cU�i;nþUþi;n
	 


þ C
12p

n
q2

cU�i;g�Uþi;g
	 


þd cU�i;gþUþi;g
	 


; at n¼� C
48pg

þh1ðgÞ; (114)

2H1 � 2gH1;g ¼ Uþi;n �
C
12p

g
q2
� H1;g Uþi;g � dþ C

12p
n
q2

� �
;

at n ¼ � C
48pg

þ h1ðgÞ; (115)

As q!1; U6
i ¼ oð1Þ; b6

1 ¼ oð1=nÞ;H1 ¼ oð1=gÞ: (116)

In the far field, the conditions (110)–(115) become

3Uþi � 2nUþi;n ¼
Cð5d� 1Þ

48pn
; as n!1 and g!�d=2; (117)

3U�i � 2nU�i;n ¼�
Cð5dþ 1Þ
48pn

; as n!�1 and g! d=2; (118)

2bþ1 � 2nbþ1;n ¼ Uþi;g; as n!1 and g! �d=2; (119)

2b�1 � 2nb�1;n ¼ U�i;g; as n! �1 and g! d=2; (120)

3ðUþi � cU�i Þ ¼ 2gðUþi;g� cU�i;gÞ; as n! 0 and g!�1; (121)

2h1 � 2gh1;g ¼
dC

48pg2
; as n! 0 and g! �1: (122)

The functions b6
1 ðnÞ in (119) and (120) behave as 1=n3 and h1ðgÞ in

(122) behaves as 1=g2 in the far-field, where q!1. The potentials
U6

i and the functions b6
1 , h1 can be determined from the boundary

value problem (117)–(122) as

Uþi ¼ Aþi
cos h

q
þ Cc

sin h
q

;

U�i ¼ A�i
cosðh� pÞ

q
þ C

sin ðp� hÞ
q

;

(123)

bþ1 ¼ 6
dA6

i

16
1

n3
; h1 ¼

1
6

C
48p

1
g2
;

where

Aþi ¼
C
48p

5d� 1
5

; A�i ¼ �
C
48p

5dþ 1
5

;

and C is an arbitrary constant. The second terms in U6
i (123) are the

eigen solutions of the boundary value problem (117), (118), and (121).
Hence, the behavior of the inner solution in the far field is given by

/þi ��dgþ1
6

2þc
1þc

d2þ C
2p

hþbþ
� �

þAþi
cosh
q
þCc

sinh
q
þoðq�1Þ;

(124)

/�i � dgþ 1
6

1þ 2c
1þ c

d2 þ C
2p

hþ b�
� �

þ A�i
cosðh� pÞ

q

þ C
sin ðp� hÞ

q
þ oðq�1Þ:

The unknown constant C in (124) could be determined numerically
(Ref. 20 for details), which will not be pursued in this paper. The
refined far-field behaviors of the inner potentials (124) are useful for
the numerical solution of the inner region flow problem (101)–(108).
The shapes of the interface and the free surfaces in the far-field pre-
dicted by (124) using Lagrangian variables are shown in Fig. 9. We
may conclude that the flow in the far field of the inner region is domi-
nated by the vortex with strength C.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Short-time behavior of gravity-driven free surface flow of two flu-
ids of equal depth was studied. Attention was paid to the motions of
the interface and the free surfaces as well as the singular behaviors of
the velocity field at the bottom point, where the interface meets the
rigid bottom, and the top point, where the interface meets the free sur-
faces. The leading-order linear problem is solved by the Fourier series
method. The shapes of the free surfaces and the interface in the leading
order computed by using the Lagrangian variables show a jump dis-
continuity of the free surface near the top point where the free surfaces
and the interface meet. The second-order solution does not resolve the
discontinuity problem of the free surfaces at the top point, but is
required to formulate inner problems near the points of singularity.

Inner region formulation was derived for the top point. The far-
field behavior of the inner flow was obtained, which will be helpful for
the numerical solution of the inner region problem.

The flow velocity provided by the outer solution was shown to be
log-singular at the bottom point. The leading-order inner asymptotic

FIG. 9. The shape of the interface and the free surfaces in nondimensional varia-
bles close to the point (0, 1), for t¼ 1.2, � ¼ 0:002, and c ¼ 0:5.
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solution was found near this point. The inner flow close to the bottom
point is self-similar. It was shown that the shape of the interface is
independent of any parameters in specially stretched inner variables.
In the limiting case when the fluid on the left disappears (c¼ 0), we
recover the results of Ref. 16 exactly. The important parameter in the
present analysis is d ¼ ð1� cÞ=ð1þ cÞ, which appears as a product
in the first-order potentials and the free surfaces. The parameter d
appears again in the leading-order asymptotic solution.

We see that as c ¼ q�=qþ; 0 � c � 1 increases, the shape of the
interface at the bottom becomes more rounded. This means that the
angle between the interface and the bed increases with increase in d;
that is, the jet is less pronounced as the density ratio becomes smaller.

The inner region calculations carried out near the bottom point
in this paper is valid for any two-dimensional dam break problem
involving two fluids with different heights. This is because locally, close
to the bottom point, heights of the fluids do not matter. Therefore, the
obtained leading-order solution is valid for any heights of the fluids.

The neglect of the viscous effects from the present analysis is jus-
tified by comparing the order of magnitude of the acceleration and the
viscous terms in the momentum equation. In the main flow region,
the order of the acceleration term is O(gt) and the order of the viscous
term is Oð�t ffiffiffiffiffi

�g
p

=H3=2Þ. The ratio of the two terms for fresh water is
j�r2uj
ut
¼ 3:2
 10�7

ffiffi
�
p

H3=2, where for kinematic viscosity, � ¼ 1:0034


 10�6 m2=s (Ref. 21) is used. The ratio of the viscous and accelera-
tion terms is quite small, and it is safe to ignore the viscous effects in
the main flow region. However, close to the top and bottom points the
effect of viscosity could be larger than that in the main flow region.
Near the bottom point (0, 0), the order of the acceleration term is
Oðg=aÞ and the order of the viscous term is Oð� ffiffiffiffiffi

�g
p

=ðH3=2a3ÞÞ and
the ratio of the two terms for fresh water is j�r

2uj
ut
¼ 3:2
 10�7

ffiffi
�
p

H3=2a2 :

The viscous effects for the bottom point are considerably larger than
those in the main flow region. This is especially true when the size of
the inner region, a, is too small that is for very short times. For exam-
ple, when � � a ¼ 7
 10�5, then the viscosity is as important as the
inertia. Hence, unless we are dealing with very short times [that is
when � ¼ Oð10�5Þ or smaller], the viscosity is negligible near the bot-
tom point. Exactly, the same conclusion is drawn for the top point (0,
1). The magnitude of order calculations for the top point is similar to
those for the bottom point.
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APPENDIX A: REGULAR COMPONENTS
OF THE SECOND-ORDER VELOCITY POTENTIALS

The decomposition (30) of the potentials /6, which satisfy
Laplace’s equations in the corresponding domains, into regular and
singular parts provides the following boundary conditions for the
regular potentials /6

R ðx; yÞ using the boundary conditions
(23)–(25) for the free surfaces and interface

/þR �c/�R ¼AR
1

ðy�2Þ2
þBR

1

ðyþ2Þ2
þ3
ðc�1Þ3

ðcþ1Þ2
ðx¼ 0;0< y< 1Þ;

(A1)

/þR;x ¼ /�R;x ðx ¼ 0; 0 < y < 1Þ; (A2)

/þR ¼
4d
p
arc tanðe�px=2Þ � 4þ 3c

1þ c
16d2

p2
arc tan2ðe�px=2Þ; (A3)

�ðCþBþÞ 1� x2

ð1þ x2Þ2
� � C

2p
arctan

2
x
þBþ

� �
9� x2

ð9þ x2Þ2

þ C
2p

3x

ð9þ x2Þ2
logðx2þ 4Þþ C

2p
2x

ð1þ x2Þ2
log jxj ðy¼ 1;x> 0Þ;

/�R ¼�
4d
p
arctanðepx=2Þ� 3þ 4c

1þ c
16d2

p2
arctan2ðepx=2Þ (A4)

�ðC=2þB�Þ 1� x2

ð1þ x2Þ2
� � C

2p
arctan

2
x
þB�

� �
9� x2

ð9þ x2Þ2

þ C
2p

3x

ð9þ x2Þ2
logðx2þ 4Þþ C

2p
2x

ð1þ x2Þ2
log jxj ðy¼ 1;x< 0Þ;

/6
R;y ¼ 0 ðy¼ 0Þ; (A5)

where

AR ¼
C
40
ð5þ 13cÞ þ 9

10
c/�ð0; 1Þ � 9

10
/þð0; 1Þ;

BR ¼
9C
40
ð5� 3cÞ þ 9

10
c/�ð0; 1Þ � 9

10
/þð0; 1Þ;

and the range of the arctangent function is between �p=2 and p=2.
At the triple point, x¼ 0 and y¼ 1, /6

R ¼ 0 and the boundary con-
ditions are consistent there. In addition to the condition (A1)–(A5),
the functions /6

R should also satisfy the conditions at infinity

/þR ! 0ðx ! þ1Þ; /�R ! 0ðx! �1Þ: (A6)

The function /6
R is further decomposed as

/6
R ¼ /R0 þ /6

R1; (A7)

where the potential /R0 is continuous across the interface and satis-
fies the free surface conditions, (A3) and (A4),
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/R0¼
4d
p
arctanðe�px=2Þ�4þ3c

1þc
16d2

p2
arctan2ðe�px=2Þ

�ðCþBþÞ 1�x2

ð1þx2Þ2
� � C

2p
arctan

2
x
þBþ

� �
9�x2

ð9þx2Þ2

þ C
2p

3x

ð9þx2Þ2
logðx2þ4Þþ C

2p
2x

ð1þx2Þ2
logjxj ðy¼1;x>0Þ;

/R0¼�
4d
p
arctanðepx=2Þ�3þ4c

1þc
16d2

p2
arctan2ðepx=2Þ

�ðC=2þB�Þ 1�x2

ð1þx2Þ2
� � C

2p
arctan

2
x
þB�

� �
9�x2

ð9þx2Þ2
þ

þ C
2p

3x

ð9þx2Þ2
logðx2þ4Þþ C

2p
2x

ð1þx2Þ2
logjxj ðy¼1;x<0Þ;

(A8)

the boundary condition (A5) at y¼ 0 and the conditions at infinity
(A6). The potentials /6

R1 are zero at the free surface and satisfy the
conditions (A1) and (A2) at the interface

/þR1 � c/�R1 ¼ AR
1

ðy � 2Þ2
þ BR

1

ðy þ 2Þ2
þ

3
ðc� 1Þ3

ðcþ 1Þ2
þ /R0ðc� 1Þ; x ¼ 0; 0 < y < 1;

(A9)

/þR1;x ¼ /�R1;x; x ¼ 0; 0 < y < 1; (A10)

the boundary condition (A5) at y¼ 0 and the conditions at infinity
(A6).

The harmonic function /R0 in the strip 0 < y < 1;�1 < x
<1 is obtained by the Fourier transform in x,

/R0ðx; yÞ ¼
ð1
�1

/R0ðs; 1Þ
cos py

2 cosh
pðs�xÞ

2

coshðpðs� xÞÞ þ cos ðpyÞ ds; (A11)

where /R0ðs; 1Þ is given by (A8).
The potentials /6

R1ðx; yÞ are sought in the form (11)

/þR1ðx; yÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

Cne
�lnx cos ðlnyÞ; (A12)

/�R1ðx; yÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

Dne
lnx cos ðlnyÞ; (A13)

where Cn and Dn are unknown coefficients to be determined from
the interface conditions (A9) and (A10). The kinematic interface
condition (A10) gives that �Cn ¼ Dn, and from the dynamic condi-
tion (A9), we obtain

ð1þ cÞCn

2
¼ARI1n þ BRI2n þ CR

ð�1Þn

ln

þðc� 1Þ
ð1
0
/R0ð0; yÞ cos ðlnyÞdy;

where

I1n¼
ð1
0

cosðlnyÞ
ðy�2Þ2

dy; I2n¼
ð1
0

cosðlnyÞ
ðyþ2Þ2

dy; CR¼3
ðc�1Þ3

ðcþ1Þ2
: (A14)

The integrals I1n and I2n for large n behave as

I1n ¼
ð�1Þn

ln
� 1
4l2

n
þ Oð1=l3

nÞ;

I2n ¼
ð�1Þn

9ln
þ 1
4l2

n
þ Oð1=l3

nÞ:
(A15)

The asymptotic formulas (A15) are used in numerical evaluations
of the integrals in (A14).

APPENDIX B: THE SHAPES OF THE FREE SURFACES
AND THE INTERFACE IN THE MAIN FLOW REGION

The free surface and interface shapes are given by

y ¼ 1þ �Y6ðx; tÞ; x ¼ �Xðy; tÞ;

where Y6ðx; tÞ and X(y, t) are given by (9)

Y6ðx; t; �Þ ¼ 1
2
t2u6

0;yðx; 1Þ þ
1
24
�t4Y6

1 ðxÞ þ � � � ;

Xðy; t; �Þ ¼ 1
2
t2u6

0;xð0; yÞ þ
1
24
�t4X1ðyÞ þ � � � :

(B1)

The leading-order terms in (B1) are calculated using the results of
Sec. III,

u6
0;yðx; 1Þ ¼ 7

4d
p
arctan exp 7

px
2

� �� �
;

u6
0;xð0; yÞ ¼

2d
p
log tan

py
4

� �� �
:

(B2)

For the second-order terms in (B1), Eqs. (18), (20)–(22), and
(30)–(32) are used

Y6
1 ðxÞ ¼ u6

1;yðx; 1Þ ¼ /6
y ðx; 1Þ; (B3)

/6
y ðx; 1Þ ¼ /6

S;yðx; 1Þ þ /R0;yðx; 1Þ þ /6
R1;yðx; 1Þ; (B4)

X1ðyÞ ¼ u6
1;xð0; yÞ6

3d2

sin ðpy=2Þ ; (B5)

uþ1;x ¼ �2
2þ c
1þ c

d2

sin ðpy=2Þ þ /þx ð0; yÞ; (B6)

u�1;x ¼ 2
1þ 2c
1þ c

d2

sin ðpy=2Þ þ /�x ð0; yÞ; (B7)

/6
x ð0; yÞ ¼ /6

S;xð0; yÞ þ /R0;xð0; yÞ þ /6
R1;xð0; yÞ: (B8)

The derivatives /6
S;yðx; 1Þ in (B4) and /6

S;xð0; yÞ in (B8) are calcu-
lated using (31). To calculate the terms /R0;yðx; 1Þ and /R0;xð0; yÞ,
(A11) is used. The potentials /6

R1ðx; yÞ are given by the series (A12)
and (A13), and their derivatives can be readily calculated.
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